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Abstract:
While ductile shear zones typically produce a penetrative fabric of recrystallized minerals,
some of which can be dated with radiometric dating methods, brittle fault zones do not
involve wall rock recrystallization, and hence direct dating of faults presents a challenge.
However, fault zones do produce some low-temperature mineral products, with clay-rich
gouge zones and slickenfibres being relatively common. K-rich illite clay in fault gouge
presents a direct dating opportunity, and emerging techniques have recently been developed
for directly-dating carbonate minerals, which commonly precipitate as slickenfibres and in
fault-related veins. These approaches have opened up a whole new realm of tectonic
investigation in the upper crust.
This talk will explore the principles behind and approaches to directly dating brittle faults,
specifically using the U-Pb carbonate dating and K-Ar fault gouge dating systems. We will
discuss the methodology, best practices, and approaches to interpretation of K-Ar illite
dating and calcite U-Pb dating for providing timing constraints for upper crustal deformation,
as well as fluid flow and mineralisation events. We will use examples from the North
Anatolian Fault, and a large-scale strike-slip fault in the Yukon, Canadian Cordillera to
demonstrate how these dating methods can be successfully used to reconstruct the
displacement history of these various first-order structures, and to discuss the strengths and
weaknesses of these approaches. The results can be used to examine how orogenic stress
is spatially and temporally accommodated along major seismically-active, continental-scale
faults.
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